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Abstract Video recommendation has become an essential
part of online video services. Cold start, a problem relatively
common in the practical online video recommendation ser-
vice, occurs when the user who needs video recommendation
has no viewing history. (Cold start consists of the new-user
problem and the new-item problem. In this paper, we dis-
cuss the new-user one.) A promising approach to resolve
this problem is to capitalize on information in online social
networks (OSNs): Videos viewed by a user’s friend may be
good candidates for recommendation. However, in practice,
this information is also quite limited, either because of insuf-
ficient friends or lack of abundant viewing history of friends.
In this work, we utilize social groups with richer informa-
tion to recommend videos. It is common that users may be
affiliated with multiple groups in OSNs. Through members
within the same group, we can reach a considerably larger set
of users and hence more candidate videos for recommenda-
tion. In this paper, by collaborating with Tencent Video, we
propose a social-group-based algorithm to produce person-
alized video recommendations by ranking candidate videos
from the groups a user is affiliated with. This algorithm was
implemented and tested in the Tencent Video service system.
Compared with two state-of-the-art methods, the proposed
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algorithm not only improves the click-through rate, but also
recommends more diverse videos.
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1 Introduction

Video recommendation has become an integral part of
today’s online video services, such as those provided by Net-
flix and YouTube. Good recommendation not only increases
user engagement, but also improves user loyalty. Although
the problem of recommending videos on the basis of users’
viewing history has been well studied, it is still challenging
to recommend videos for those users with little or no view-
ing history. In the literature, this is known as the data sparsity
or cold-start problem.1 Common recommendation strategies
can be categorized into three types: collaborative filtering
(CF), content-based filtering (CBF) and hybrid strategies
combining CF and CBF [1].

CF [28], based on a user’s preference and behaviors of
other users with similar preferences, can accurately recom-
mend videos of interest given sufficient historical records.
It is therefore widely used in online video systems. How-
ever, as reported in [28], CF is not effective for users with
little viewing history. CBF [21] is based on clustering items
with similar descriptions and matching them to users’ cur-
rent selection. This strategy can exploit various advanced
information retrieval techniques.However, amajorweakness
of the strategy is over-specification (keep on recommend-

1 Cold start can be seen as the extreme case of data sparsity. This study
refers cold start to situations where available collaborative information
is inadequate for effective recommendation.
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ing items of the same type or with similar descriptions).
The hybrid system combines the strengths of CF and CBF
to overcome the cold-start and over-specification problems;
however, its advantage over the other two strategies has so
far been marginal [35].

An alternative strategy for solving the cold-start problem
is to use social information [29]. By exploiting online social
networks, videos viewed by a user’s friend can be used for
recommendation. Although this strategy is quite promising,
it is not always effective because social information could
be scarce for some users. In this study, instead of exploit-
ing social information associated only with friends, we used
social-group-based information for video recommendation.
Our collaborator (Tencent Inc.) runs an online platform that
provides multiple services, including online games, online
videos and instant messaging (QQ), and facilitates the for-
mation of QQ groups by QQ users. QQ groups allow users
to easily communicate within a small circle of typically 50
to 100 users, sharing common interests; for example, there
are classmate groups, colleague groups and interest groups
of various types. We find that group affiliation is quite preva-
lent, and a user is typically affiliated with multiple groups.
If we assume that a video viewed by a group mate is of
potential interest, then QQ groups can provide considerably
more candidate videos for recommendation compared with
the number of candidate videos obtained by considering only
the circle of friends.

Although QQ groups substantially increase the pool of
candidate videos available for recommendation, the rele-
vance of these videos depends strongly on the type of group
the videos originate from.We propose an algorithm for rank-
ing candidate videos from different groups and identifying
the top R videos for recommendation.2 This is done in two
steps. First, videos from a single group are ranked. If this
is the only group the user is affiliated with, then this rank-
ing provides the order for recommendation. Otherwise, the
ranked videos from multiple groups are (weighted) aggre-
gated to obtain the final order for recommendation, where
the weight of each group is learned by a supervised learning
method based on several calculated group features.

Our objective was to recommend videos with a high hit
rate and of high diversity because both these metrics are cru-
cial to user satisfaction. To the best of our knowledge, this
is the first study to develop a video recommendation method
based on different group affiliations andmerely implicit feed-
back data,3 and the method was tested in an online video
system. Our contributions are summarized as follows.

2 R is the number of videos recommended to a user, which depends on
the system setting.
3 Implicit feedback means only user viewing records (view or not)
without explicit numerical rating data.

• We determined and analyzed the difference between the
number of candidate videos obtained from social groups
and that acquired from only a friend circle.

• We proposed a video recommendation method based on
social group information; the method can rank candidate
videos from a single group as well as multiple groups
that a user is affiliated with.

• We evaluated the proposed social-group-based video
recommendation algorithm by implementing it on the
Tencent Video system and showed that it improved both
click-through rate and video diversity.

• We further investigated the advantages of collaborative
filtering and the proposed social-group-based algorithm
in terms of click-through rate and analyzed the potential
hybrid switching strategy.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. We first dis-
cuss related works in Sect. 2 for identifying research gaps.
We then describe (in Sect. 3) the studied system and demon-
strate how the social-group-based approach can considerably
increase the number of candidate videos, as the motivation
of the social-group-based strategy. The rankingmethodology
and algorithms are detailed in Sect. 4. In Sect. 5, experimen-
tal results are shown, and further investigation of a hybrid
strategy is discussed. Finally, Sect. 6 concludes the paper.

2 Related works

Collaborative filtering (CF) is a well-developed framework
utilizing viewing history of different users to provide person-
alized recommendation. A detailed survey of collaborative
filtering is providedbySu andKhoshgoftaar [28], andvarious
enhancements have also been developed [16,32]. The main
drawback of collaborative filtering is the cold-start problem,
which has been discussed and studied in [5,36].

When we do not have users’ behavioral data, such as for
new users, users’ interests can only be inferred based on
other user information. Recent studies start to leverage social
cues to enhance user interest modeling. Trust is shown to be
positively correlated with interest similarity [37]. Besides,
people tend to befriend otherswho share similar traits, known
as homophily in sociology [19]. Wen and Lin [31] deduce
user’s interests by considering this user’s social neighbors’
interests. Also interests could be inferred to some extent from
the users who share more demographic attributes [17].

As a promising approach to overcome the cold-start prob-
lem, social recommendation which capitalizes on social
information has become more popular. Existing studies of
social recommendation can be grouped into three types: (1)
Extra social information is used to improve an existing rec-
ommendation system [13,14,22], for example, SCF [20] is
a social collaborative filtering method. Unlike the traditional
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user-based collaborative filtering (CF) that considers the top-
k similar users, SCF generates predictions based on users’
direct friends; (2) social information is used to create or
enable a recommender system [8]; and (3) studying user trust
and item reputation [31]. Despite the popularity of social
recommender systems, Tang et al. [29] points out that there
are still some negative experiences in applying social rec-
ommender systems: (a) Social relations are too noisy and
may have negative impact on recommender systems; (b) for
cold-start users, they may also have few social relations; (c)
different types of social relations may affect social recom-
mender systems differently, and the success of one type of
social relation may not be applicable to others.

While social recommender systems utilize social infor-
mation of friends, others turn to communities of users for
recommendation. For example, Sahebi andCohen [24] utilize
community detection approaches to find communities from
different dimensions of social networks and thenperformcol-
laborative filtering within community members. Yang et al.
[34] develop a circle-based recommender system that infers
category-specific social trust circles from the available rat-
ing data combined with social network data, and it has also
proposed several variants to weight friends based on their
inferred expertise levels.

Different from those community-based approaches,which
generate groups by virtue of community detection on top
of interest similarity or the social relationship network, our
work is based on explicitly defined groups formed by mem-
bers autonomously due to common interest andother reasons.
Furthermore, in our setting, users can be affiliated with mul-
tiple groups which lead to a new challenge of how to exploit
these groups together for recommendation. In addition, our
work is also different from the study of recommendation to
groups, which either tries to construct group profiles through
integrating individuals’ profiles [15] or directly aggregates
individuals’ recommendation results [4]. Their goals are to
help members arrive at a consensus about which recom-
mendation to accept, either for some items or some group
activities, such as restaurants ormuseumexhibits. In contrast,
in our case, users’ decisions are made independently as per-
sonal choices without compromising with others. Compared
with the recommender systems based on social friends, our
group-based approach shows its strengths in the following
aspects: (1) Effective social relation is often quite limited,
either because of insufficient friends or lack of abundant
viewing history of friends; (2) moreover, the social-group-
based approach is more privacy friendly when providing the
explanations to users about the recommendation results.

For the design of recommender systems, there are four
factors affecting recipients’ advice-taking decisions [2,3],
namely cognitive homophily [25], tie strength [18], trust-
worthiness [27] and social capital [10]. Cognitive homophily
means the similarity of user behaviors, taste or interest. Tie

strength can measure the intensity (frequency and duration)
of the interaction between the recipient and source. Social
capital of a source is the source’s reputation or opinion lead-
ership [2]. Various types of data collected online correspond
to these factors: Profile similarity employed in traditional
collaborative filtering quantifies homophily; communication
records reflect tie strength, and social relationship data can
be utilized to analyze trustworthiness.

3 Analysis of candidate video pool

Tencent Video4 is one of the largest online video-on-demand
(VoD) service providers in China, supporting more than 50
million active users on a daily basis. During peak hours,
more than 2 million concurrent users are served. Tencent
Video’s video catalog includes movie, TV episodes, music
video (MVs), news, user-generated content (UGC) andmany
other types.

The online social network used by us is Tencent QQ.5

QQ is one of the most popular instant messaging services
in China, through which one can make friends, chat with
friends and join QQ groups. In June 2015, there are roughly
843 million active QQ accounts, with a peak of 233 million
onlineQQusers [23].Moreover, most users joinmultiple QQ
groups (more than ten). For most QQ groups, there are more
than 50 members.

To help discuss our ideas precisely, we first define some
notations. All users, videos and groups are assigned unique
IDs. For user i , his viewing record list for the last 30days is
represented by the set Vi , i.e., if a video j is viewed by a user
i , then j ∈ Vi . The set Gi represents the groups that user i
joins. For a group k, all its members are represented by the
set Uk . If user u is a group mate of user i , there exists a group
k, such that u, i ∈ Uk . The set G consists of all the groups,
and the total number of groups is G. For a group k, the video
pool, i.e., the set of all videos that have been viewed by any
user within the group, is represented by Pk = ∪i∈UkVi . The
group video candidate pool for user i is PGi = ∪k∈GiPk .
The set of friends for user i is Fi , i.e., if user u is one of user
i’s friends, then u ∈ Fi . The friend video candidate pool
for user i is represented by PFi = ∪u∈FiVu . We summarize
important notations used in this paper in Table 1 for ease of
reference (some of them will be described later).

Currently, recommender systems based on collaborative
filtering are already deployed in Tencent Video to provide
personalized recommendation. One primary challenge faced
by the system is the new-user cold-start issue and data spar-
sity issue. Take the recommender system for movies as an
example. According to system measurements, around 25%
of the daily users have not watched any movie in Tencent

4 http://v.qq.com/.
5 http://www.qq.com/.
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Table 1 Notations
Vi video records of user i Gi groups joined by user i

Uk members of group k G total number of groups

Pk video pool of group k Fi friends of user i

PGi group video candidate pool of user i

PFi friend video candidate pool of user i

Ri videos recommended to user i

R number of videos recommended to a user

ηk, j local popularity score of video j in group k

β j representativeness score of group j

Wk, j score of video j in group k

lk ranked video list of group k

Sak social activeness of group k

Sck social conformity of group k

I ak interest activeness of group k

I ck interest conformity of group k

Jk group score of group k

Di # of distinct videos in PGi

plk ( j) the position of video j in list lk
Wi, j final score of video j for user i

Fig. 1 The cumulative distribution of number of videos from individ-
ual users, their friends and group mates

Video in the last 30days and thus can be treated as new users
for a one-monthwindow. In addition, the user viewing behav-
ior is fairly sparse on the individual level, indicating data
sparsity, as illustrated by the distribution curve of number of
videos per user in Fig. 1. In other words, the nonzero entries
in the user-item consumption matrix take less than 0.01% of
the whole matrix.

We can also analyze the candidate video pool for a given
user in Tencent Video and Tencent QQ together. For a partic-
ular user, his viewing records, his friends’ viewing records
and his group mates’ viewing records are jointly measured
over 30days. The results are summarized in Table 2 and

Fig. 1. The results show that for a user, there are more group
mates than friends and more video records from group mates
accordingly,which implieswemay discovermore interesting
videos via groups. This motivates us to design the social-
group-based recommendation strategy.

4 Ranking algorithms

4.1 Objective and challenges

The problem we want to solve in this paper is to recommend
a set of relevant and diverse6 videos Ri (with size R) for
user i from the group video candidate pool PGi . Thus, we
need to design algorithms to rank videos in user i’s group
video candidate pool. The main challenges lie in the avail-
ability of only implicit feedback data as well as different
cases of group affiliation. Merely with implicit feedback, it
is not easy to generate effective recommendation, because
there is no negative feedback. For example, the reason a user
did not watch a certain video might be because she disliked
the video or she did not know the video at all.Moreover, users
joined different number of groups, as shown in Fig. 2. Firstly,
for users affiliated with a single group, we need an algorithm
to rank videos viewed by users in the same group, which

6 In this paper, relevant recommendation means the results conform
to users’ interest or the recommended items can attract users, which
is similar to the accuracy measure. Diversity refers to sales diversity,
which measures how unequally different items are chosen by users or
recommended to users when a particular recommender system is used.
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Table 2 Statistics of friends, group mates and video candidate pools

Per user Mean value

Number of friends 35.9

Number of group mates 213.2

Size of friend video candidate pool 48.8

Size of group video candidate pool 142

Fig. 2 Cumulative distribution function (CDF) and probability density
function (PDF) curves of the number of affiliated groups per user

is the single affiliation problem. Secondly, if a user is affili-
ated with multiple groups, we need algorithms to rank videos
from different groups, which refers to themultiple affiliation
problem. In the real system, most users have joined multi-
ple groups; however, we begin with the ranking algorithm in
the single affiliation case for ease of clarifying the proposed
algorithms.

4.2 Video ranking for single affiliation problem

In this case, we need to resolve the intra-group video ranking
problem. Different from previous studies of group profiling
[30] and recommendation with rank aggregation [4] that uti-
lize explicit user preference, we only have implicit feedback
data. Assume user i only joins group k, then PGi = Pk .

Generally speaking, videos that are more representative
of the group should be ranked higher. As argued by Doersch
et al. [9], a representative item is supposed to be frequent and
discriminative; in other words, it should be frequent so as
to be a “pattern,” and it can be used to distinguish one from
others. Intuitively, the more the members of a group viewed
a video, the more the video is likely to attract other users
in the group. However, frequent items are not necessarily
discriminative. For example, for a group comprised of sports
fans, some very hot videos, such as breaking news, are less

discriminative than a certain sports video, although those hot
videos were viewed by more members of this group.

To capture videos that are both frequent and discrimina-
tive, we firstly define scores to quantify these two character-
istics of a video, respectively.We use a local popularity score
to denote how frequently a video appears in the group video
candidate pool, i.e., how many group members have viewed
the video:

ηk, j =
∑

i∈Uk

I ( j ∈ Vi ), (1)

where I ( j ∈ Vi ) is an indicator with value 1 if video j was
viewed by user i and 0 otherwise.

To measure how discriminative a video is for a group,
we compare the total number of groups with the number of
groups whose members have viewed video j , and define the
discrimination score as

β j = log2
G∑

k′∈G I ( j ∈ Pk′)
, (2)

where G is the total number of groups and I ( j ∈ Pk′) is an
indicator with value 1 if video j is viewed by any user from
group k′ and 0 otherwise. Therefore, videos liked by a less
number of groups will get higher discrimination scores.

Then, for each video j , we assess its representative level
for group k by combining its local popularity score and dis-
crimination score to generate a score Wk, j :

Wk, j = ηk, j ∗ β j , (3)

where ηk, j is the local popularity score and β j is the dis-
crimination score. The values of ηk, j and β j are affected
by the number of members in the target group and the total
number of groups in the system, respectively. For a certain
video system, the values of ηk, j and β j can be scaled (such as
max–min scaling) before being multiplied. In sum, we prefer
videos that are locally popular in the target group rather than
videos favored by most groups.

Furthermore, ranking videos by ηk, j alone, i.e., local pop-
ularity, tends to favor those videos that are popular globally,
while prioritizing β j , namely discrimination, will generate
more diverse and discriminative results. We could balance
the local popularity and discrimination (diversity) by rescal-
ing the range of ηk, j and β j . Since the video score is the
product of these two values, it can be in a more general form:

Wk, j = η
p
k, j ∗ β

q
j , (p ≥ 0, q ≥ 0) (4)

where ηk, j and β j are calculated as above; p and q are
two constants to adjust the importance of local popularity
score and discrimination score by changing the range of each
score, i.e., the ratio ofmaximumandminimumvalues.A zero
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value of p or q means ignoring the effect of the correspond-
ing score, while a value between 0 and 1 will lessen one’s
impact and a value larger than 1 will enlarge one’s impor-
tance, respectively. In our algorithm, we choose values of p
and q so that local popularity and discrimination are well bal-
anced, that is, their ratios of maximum and minimum values
are comparable. Actually, some users are fond of hot videos,
while others prefer videos of special interest. Thus, setting
the values of p and q can be personalized for individual users,
that is, for users who were active in the past, we can tune the
values of p and q for adapting to their individual preference
of video popularity learned from the historical records. We
leave the exploration of other choices of p and q values as
the future work.

Videos in group k’s videopoolPk will be ranked according
to their scoresWk, j in the decreasing order. The ranked video
list for group k is denoted by lk. If user i is only affiliated
with group k, then the top R videos from lk, after removing
videos viewed by user i , will be recommended to user i .

4.3 Video ranking for multiple affiliation problem

In this case, we can firstly apply the intra-group video rank-
ing algorithm described in Sect. 4.2 to each of the affiliated
groups. Then, we should consider how to merge the ranked
video lists from those groups, which is a rank aggregation
problem [4]. However, groups are of different values in video
recommendation. For example, a highly interactive interest
group may be more valuable than a colleague group because
like-minded users are more likely to enjoy common videos.
Thus, we need a group scoring algorithm to discriminate
those groups.

4.3.1 Group scoring

To assess a group, we firstly define features that can dis-
tinguish groups and then use these features to calculate the
group score.
Group features. Basically, we focus on two kinds of group
features: social features and interest features. The social
features we exploited comprise of social activeness and
social conformity, which mainly take the social influence
into account [25]. For example, good friends may share
common interests in viewing videos. We detect the social
influence from the density of friendship inside the group
and the strength of interaction among group members. For
interest features, we consider interest activeness and inter-
est conformity. Preferred groups are those whose members
are fond of viewing (especially representative) videos and
like-minded with each other.

According to the advice-taking theory used in rec-
ommender systems [2], tie strength, trustworthiness and
homophily are three significant factors to affect the likeli-

hood of users seeking and accepting someone’s advice for
decision making. In online social networks, tie strength can
be measured by the frequency and duration of interaction,
while trustworthiness corresponds to social relationship, and
homophily means interest similarity.

With the knowledge of the group information and histori-
cal viewing records, we calculate the feature scores for group
k as below:

• Social activeness: Sak =
∑

i∈Uk
Mk,i

|Uk | , where Mk,i is the
number of group messages sent by user i in group k in
last 30days and |Uk | is the number of members in group
k. Social activeness measures the intra-group interaction
strength, which reflects the group-level tie strength.

• Social conformity: Sck =
∑

u,i∈Uk ,u �=i Iu,i

|Uk |(|Uk |−1)/2 , where Iu,i is an
indicator to show whether u and i are friends in QQ.
Social conformity is the density of the friendship network
inside this group, representing the trustworthiness on a
group basis.

• Interest activeness: I ak = ∑
j∈Pk

Wk, j , where Wk, j is
the score of video j in group k calculated in Sect. 4.2.
This featuremeasures how representative the group video
candidate pool is in total.

• Interest conformity: I ck =
∑

u,i∈Uk ,u �=i cos(u,i)

|Uk |(|Uk |−1)/2 , where

cos(u, i) = |Vu∩Vi |
|Vu |

1
2 |Vi |

1
2

∈ (0, 1). As shown in [4], the

more alike the users in the group are, the more effective
the group recommendations will be. This is a group-
level video interest similarity measure corresponding to
homophily. The larger this value, the higher the degree
of common interest among this group.

Calculation of group scores. Those feature scores provide a
four-dimensional comparison among different groups. How-
ever, in order to merge video lists from multiple groups, we
need to combine these features to generate a single score for
each group.

It is not easy to generate a group score with the feature
scores. We should assign each feature a reasonable weight
to combine them. We adopt the logistic function introduced
in logistic regression to generate the group score, which is a
value between 0 and 1 indicating the likelihood of a group to
be effective for recommendation.7

Jk = 1

1 + e−(θ0+θ1Sak +θ2Sck+θ3 I ak +θ4 I ck )
, (5)

where θ0, . . . , θ4 are weights that can be tuned to combine
feature scores.

7 The reason we chose logistic regression is that it returns well-
calibrated predictions by default as it directly optimizes log-loss.
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We can use the supervised learning approach to learn the
five feature weights. To prepare the training set, we choose
in total m users randomly from all the online users. For each
user i , we randomly select a group ki = ξ(Gi ) and use
the proposed intra-group video ranking algorithm to recom-
mend videos to the user. If any recommended videos are then
selected and viewed by user i , then group ki is effective to
recommend videos for user i , denoted by yki = 1; otherwise
yki = 0. For each instance in the training set, such as using
group ki to recommend videos for user i , the empirical error
is calculated by the log-loss cost function fi (Jki ), which is
defined as

fi (Jki ) =
{

− log(Jki ), if yki = 1

− log(1 − Jki ), if yki = 0
(6)

We can obtain optimal weights θ0, . . . , θ4 by minimizing
the regularized cost function shown below:

min
θ0,θ1,θ2,θ3,θ4

1

m

m∑

i=1

fi (Jki ) + λ

2m

4∑

j=1

θ2j , (7)

= − 1

m

m∑

i=1

[
yki log(Jki ) + (1 − yki ) log(1 − Jki )

]

+ λ

2m

4∑

j=1

θ2j . (8)

Using the gradient descent method to train the parameters,
the parameter updating in each iteration is

θ0 := θ0

(
1 − α

λ

m

)
− α

1

m

m∑

i=1

(Jki − yki ), (9)

θ1 := θ1

(
1 − α

λ

m

)
− α

1

m

m∑

i=1

(Jki − yki )S
a
k , (10)

θ2 := θ2

(
1 − α

λ

m

)
− α

1

m

m∑

i=1

(Jki − yki )S
c
k , (11)

θ3 := θ3

(
1 − α

λ

m

)
− α

1

m

m∑

i=1

(Jki − yki )I
a
k , (12)

θ4 := θ4

(
1 − α

λ

m

)
− α

1

m

m∑

i=1

(Jki − yki )I
c
k , (13)

where λ is the regularization parameter and α is the learning
rate. The detailed training and testing results are shown in
Sect. 5.

4.3.2 Video aggregation

With the ranked video lists from multiple groups as well as
the score of each group,we should address theweighted rank-
ing aggregation problem. Borda Fuse [4] is a widely known
approach proposed to merge ranking lists. In Borda Fuse,
each ranked video list is like a voter and each voter ranks
a partial set of c video candidates. For each voter, the top-
ranked video is assigned c scores, the second-ranked video
is assigned c − 1 points and the like. If some videos left
unranked by the voter, i.e., not in this ranked video list, the
remaining scores are divided evenly among the unranked
videos. In our case, we use a weighted Borda Fuse method
to obtain the merged result Ri . For user i , the score of video
j after merging multiple video lists is

Wi, j =
∑

k∈Gi

Jk ∗ (Di − plk ( j) + 1), (14)

where Jk is the score of group k and Di is the number of
distinct videos in user i’s group candidate video pool PGi . If
j ∈ lk, the variable plk ( j) ∈ [1, Di ] is the position of video
j in list lk, otherwise, to allocate the remaining scores among
the unranked videos,

plk ( j) = |lk| + Di + 1

2
, (15)

where |lk| is the length of list lk. After ranking all the videos
according toWi, j and removing videos viewed by user i , we
can obtain the final recommendation listRi .

One thing to note is that the social-group-based algorithm
in this paper does not utilize somemodel-based methods like
those in CF,8 for example, the proposed algorithm does not
factorize the group information directly. Thus, the proposed
algorithm is more like a memory-based one. Despite the
higher accuracy in general achieved by model-based meth-
ods, memory-based methods show the superiority in terms
of simplicity, interpretability and the ability of incremental
updating [28], which makes them still prevalent in real sys-
tems.

5 Experimental results and discussion

5.1 Experiments and results

Instead of using historical data to conduct offline evaluations,
we implement the social-group-based algorithm in the Ten-
cent Video system to test it online. In our experiments, we
focus on movie recommendation. In the current VoD service

8 CF can be divided into two classes: memory-based CF and model-
based CF.
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Fig. 3 The receiver operating characteristic curve of the feature
weighting learning

of Tencent Video, there are more than 5 million daily views
of movies.

To learn the feature weights in the group scoring algo-
rithm, we randomly select 10% of daily users along with
randomgroup selection anduse the intra-groupvideo ranking
algorithm to recommend movies. Then, we collect the users’
(implicit) feedback to conduct feature weighting training.
To evaluate the performance of feature weighting, we collect
feedback data in 2days, using the former day’s feedback data
for training and the latter day’s for testing.9

The receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve of
the feature weighting is shown in Fig. 3. Through our
experiments for many times, the feature weighting result
is relatively stable in terms of the feature weights, which
implies that we could retrain it after a relatively long dura-
tion.

For online testing of the proposed social-group-based
algorithm, we also implement two state-of-art approaches
as benchmark for comparison.

• Implicit feedback-based collaborative filtering [12]: A
matrix factorization model tailored for implicit feedback
is utilized, where implicit feedback data are treated as
indication of positive and negative preference associated
with various confidence levels.

• Ontology-content-based filtering [26]: Each item profile
is represented with a set of concepts taken from a video-
related ontology. And each user’s content-based profile,
generated according to the user’s implicit feedback, con-
sists of a weighted list of ontology concepts representing

9 We down-sampled the negative samples to maintain a posi-
tive/negative ratio of 1:2 in our dataset because the number of positive
examples and negative examples is quite unbalanced.

her interests. A cosine similarity measure is adopted to
match users and items.

We conduct abundant A/B testing [11] online to evaluate the
recommendation performance of the three algorithms.

In theA/B testing, userswhose past viewing behaviors fol-
low the distribution in Fig. 1 are diverted into several distinct
sets evenly and randomly, where each set adopts a distinct
setting for one targeted character and all other characters are
fixed. These sets are then compared against one another over
a set of predefined metrics. In our experiments, the targeted
character is the adoption of different algorithms. The num-
ber of videos recommended to a user, i.e., R, is 16 in the
online deployment. To evaluate the performances of these
algorithms in terms of relevance and diversity,10 we use two
metrics in the experiments, namely click-through rate (CTR)
[7] and Gini coefficient [6].

• CTR = # of click
# of impression , where “# of impression” is the

total number of recommendation and “# of click” is the
number of recommendation whose recommended video
lists are clicked after they are shown to users.

• Gini = 2
∑n

j=1 j∗d j

n
∑n

j=1 d j
− n+1

n , where n is the number of dis-

tinct videos recommended and d j is j th lowest frequency
of occurrence in all recommendedvideo lists. The smaller
the Gini coefficient, the more diverse the recommenda-
tion results are.

We measured the performance over a period of 21days.
We normalize the second largest daily CTR to be 1 and the
other two CTRs to be the ratio of it. The results of the nor-
malized CTR and Gini coefficient are shown in Fig. 4, where
each value is averaged over the same day of 3weeks.11

The results show that the social-group-based algorithm
achieved the highest CTR and smallest Gini coefficient,
which means it can generate the most relevant recommenda-
tion in terms of hit rate and provide the most diverse results
compared with the other two approaches. And this also indi-
cates that the proposed algorithm can perform well in the
cold-starting online video system.

5.2 Discussion and further investigation

In the online large-scale experiments, the social-group-based
algorithm shows better performance in alleviating the cold-
start issue in the Tencent Video system. Here we analyze

10 In recommender systems, the target is to meet the requirements
of both the video Web sites (content providers) and the users. While
accurately hitting the interest of users can improve the revenues of the
websites (e.g., through advertisements), a diverse and even novel set of
recommendations are also preferred by the users for better experience.
11 Using a huge amount of users in a long period of experiments for
the online tests could yield statistically significant results.
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 4 Per-day average CTR and Gini coefficient for different algo-
rithms over a period of 3weeks

the design rationale on how to address this issue. Firstly,
the intra-group video ranking algorithm in the single affili-
ation problem tries to obtain a group-aggregated video list
which aims at capturing preferences of the group and select-
ing representative videos for the group. For users with few or
no viewing behaviors, i.e., in the cold-start or data sparsity
scenarios, video candidates can still be obtained from their
affiliated groups. Moreover, in the group scoring and video
aggregation algorithms, four group features are chosen and
calculated on the group level where social features can help
infer groups’ effectiveness to recommend videos. For cold-
start users whose individual data (either social or interest)
are missing, we could still infer their tastes from the groups
they join.12

12 This is also the reason why we did not consider individual features
in the group scoring algorithm.

Fig. 5 CTR at each activeness value for comparison of collaborative
filtering and group-based algorithms

Compared with implicit feedback-based collaborative fil-
tering, our proposed social-group-based algorithm achieves
15–20% improvement concerning CTRmetrics in the online
test shown in Fig. 4. However, this does not mean that the
social-group-based algorithm outperforms collaborative fil-
tering in all cases. As we know, collaborative filtering does
not perform well in cold-start scenarios, but it can accurately
capture users’ preference and make good recommendations
given sufficient user behavior records since collaborative fil-
tering is sufficiently personalized. As analyzed above, the
social-group-based approach is not that dependent on indi-
vidual data; thus, it is a partially personalized algorithm
where users have different group affiliations. For those highly
active users, it becomes harder for the social-group-based
approach to generate relevant and diverse results since many
videos in the group video candidate pool have been viewed
previously by the active users. In order to illustrate the advan-
tages of collaborative filtering and the social-group-based
algorithm, respectively, we measure the performance of each
algorithm regarding different types of users. Specifically,
users are clustered according to their activeness, i.e., the num-
ber of videos viewed in the past few days.13 Then, we plot the
CTR over different activeness levels by averaging individual
CTR values among users in each user cluster, as shown in
Fig. 5.

Regardless of the specific values of CTR, we can observe
the CTR trend of each algorithm with the increasing user
activeness. Consistent with the above analysis, the social-
group-based approach outperforms implicit feedback-based
CF when users have low activeness. Note that in the Tencent
Video system, the majority of users are inactive as shown
by the distribution curve of user behavior amount in Fig. 1,

13 In our case, we computed the number of movies viewed in the past
30days.
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which results in the better overall performance of the social-
group-based approach. Also, large fluctuations are observed
for high activeness levels due to the small number of very
active users. With this comparative result, we can further
design a hybrid switching algorithm. The scenarios when we
can switch from social-group-based method to CF are (1) for
users of activeness larger than the value corresponding to the
intersection of the two curves14 in Fig. 5; (2) for users that
cannot get enough results due to lack of group affiliation or
being too active in terms of number of viewed videos. The
deployment and analysis of the hybrid algorithm will be in
our future work.

6 Conclusion

In this paper, we propose a social-group-based video rec-
ommendation framework by virtue of explicitly formed
groups (QQ groups). We elaborate on three algorithms of the
framework, namely intra-group video ranking, group scoring
and video aggregation. To validate the effectiveness of our
approach,we deployed it in the online video system and com-
pare it with two state-of-the-art algorithms. The evaluation
results show that our design can produce recommendation
results with both high relevance and diversity. In the future
work, we will implement more algorithms for comparison,
such as hybrid CF and CBF algorithms, and social-friend-
based algorithm.
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